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Abstract. Abductive Logic Programming (ALP) has been proven very effective for formalizing
societies of agents, commitments and norms, in particular by mapping the most common deontic
operators (obligation, prohibition, permission) to abductive expectations.

In our previous works, we have shown that ALP is a suitable framework for representing norms.
Normative reasoning and query answering were accommodated by the same abductive proof pro-
cedure, named SCIFF.

In this work, we introduce a defeasible flavour in this framework, in order to possibly discharge
obligations in some scenarios. Abductive expectations can also be qualified as dischargeable, in
the new, extended syntax. Both declarative and operational semantics are improved accordingly,
and proof of soundness is given under syntax allowedness conditions.

Moreover, the dischargement itself might be proved invalid, or incoherent with the rules, due to
new knowledge provided later on. In such a case, a discharged expectation might be reinstated
and hold again after some evidence is given. We extend the notion of dischargement to take into
consideration also the reinstatement of expectations.
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The expressiveness and power of the extended framework, named SCIFFD, is shown by modeling
and reasoning upon a fragment of the Japanese Civil Code. In particular, we consider a case study
concerning manifestations of intention and their rescission (Section II of the Japanese Civil Code).

Keywords: Normative reasoning, Abductive Logic Programming, Constraint Logic Program-
ming, Dischargement of expectations.

1. Introduction

Supporting automated reasoning on legal rules and norms is very attractive, since it could help deriving
the legal consequences of some happened actions in a fair and unbiased way, and obtain the results
quickly, possibly in real-time. For these reasons, a lot of research has been devoted to defining suitable
languages, knowledge bases, ontologies, and reasoning mechanisms. Notably, the British Nationality
Act was formalized in Logic Programming [1]. The encoding of a set of norms into a formal languages,
together with automatic mechanisms to reason about them, provides a so-called normative system.
They are used, in particular, in multi-agent systems [2].

Deontic logic [3] is a valid tool, often used to represent knowledge in legal and normative reason-
ing. It provides an intuitive formalization of normative concepts, providing notions such as obligatory,
permitted and forbidden actions.

Norms are often represented as implications: given some state of affairs (as precondition), there
are some legal consequences that follow. Computational logics can then provide tools and proof-
procedures to automatically reason about a given state of affairs, provide the deontic consequences,
and possibly find violating parties. Being formalized in computational logic, all these tasks not only
can be automatically performed, but also come with a guarantee of soundness and completeness,
leveraging the properties of the available proof procedures.

Applications of computational logic to formalize norms include logic programming for the British
Nationality Act [1], argument-based extended logic programming with defeasible priorities [4], de-
feasible logic [5]. Satoh et al.’s PROLEG [6] is a Prolog implementation of the Presupposed Ultimate
Fact Theory of the Japanese Civil Code. The contract cancellation under the Japanese law was also
formalized in computational logics [7].

In the multi-agent settings, organizational models have been defined [8, 9] exploiting Deontic
Logic to specify the society norms and rules. EU research projects were devoted to formalizing norms
for multiagent systems, like ALFEBIITE [10], IMPACT [11, 12] and SOCS. The latter, in particular,
proposed various Abductive Logic Programming (ALP) languages and proof procedures to specify
and implement both individual agents [13] and their interaction [14]; both approaches have later been
applied to modeling and reasoning about norms with deontic flavours [15, 16].

In [17], the authors give an extensive survey of normative reasoning for multi-agent systems
(MAS). Their emphasis is therefore more on normative systems in modern deontic logic, which –
in the authors’ words – “is much broader than the traditional modal logic framework of deontic logic”.
The introduction of normative issues in agent organizations, considering norms as key for the devel-
opment of MAS, has led to Normative Multi-Agent Systems. Formal languages, often logic-based,
to represent each agent’s knowledge or modeling and designing a whole multi-agent system pave the
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way to apply logic-based reasoning on these representations, for reasoning either about each single
agent or the system in its whole. In [17] the authors survey two main approaches for normative rea-
soning: norm change and proof methods (but not necessarily implemented proof systems). Our work
fits better in the latter category, it moves from a reasoning proof system, implemented as an abductive
proof procedure named SCIFF, which was originally applied to model and reason upon interaction
protocols in MAS modeled in a logic-based formal language as forward rules. The normative flavor
of this language has been discussed in particular in [15]. Since norms impact on the practical behavior
of individual agents, in the SCIFF language norms induce expectations, i.e. anticipations of the future
course of events, together with an implicit goal to know whether the anticipated future eventuates
(this is named fulfillment in the SCIFF framework). Nonetheless the normative state of a system can
change, and it can be the case that expectations have to be withdrawn. This is the subject of this paper.

ALP is a powerful tool for knowledge representation and reasoning [18], for example it has been
applied to represent ontologies [19, 20]. ALP is based on a declarative (model-theoretic) semantics
and equipped with an operational semantics in terms of a proof-procedure. The IFF Proof-procedure
[21] was proposed by Fung and Kowalski to support abductive reasoning also in presence of non-
ground abducible literals. SCIFF [14] extends IFF to deal with constraints à la Constraint Logic
Programming (CLP) [22], optimization meta-predicates [23] and with both existentially and univer-
sally quantified variables in rule heads. The resulting system was used for modeling and implementing
several knowledge representation frameworks, such as normative systems [24], accountable protocols
for multi-agent systems [25], web service choreographies [26], and Datalog± ontologies [27, 28]. In
particular, SCIFF is particularly well suited for reasoning about norms because it features a concept of
expected behavior, which is represented as a set of abducible atoms called expectations and produced
by an abductive program reasoning on the current state of affairs (e.g., the current set of happened
events). The concept of expectation as defined in SCIFF supports reasoning on deontic concepts such
as obligation, permission, forbidden actions [15].

This article is an extended and revised version of a previous conference paper [29]. In that work,
we presented SCIFFD, an extension of the SCIFF framework that introduces a defeasible flavour in
the norm portion of the framework, as a mechanism for discharging obligations. Rather than removing
an abductive expectation representing obligation from the set of abduced atoms with a sort of contrac-
tion [30], we keep it, but we mark it as discharged to indicate that the lack of a fulfilling act is not
a violation of the norms. Both declarative and operational semantics were extended accordingly, and
a proof of soundness was given under syntax allowedness conditions. Thanks to that extension, we
were better able to cope with real-life norms, even in the legal domain.

In this article, we further extend the work presented in [29]. In that work, we advocated the need
to be able to discharge expectations, for example in cases in which, due to the unlawful behaviour of
one agent, a contract was no longer valid, and all the expectations raised by the contract had to be
removed. In real life, however, the very same invalidation of the contract could become invalid, and
a normative reasoning system has to deal with such situations. If the invalidation is declared null, all
expectations related to such contract return into existence, claiming to be fulfilled in order to avoid
violations of the contract. The work in [29] was able to deal only with dischargement of expectations,
and unable to deal properly with nullification of an invalidation, with the consequential reinstatement
of expectations. In this article, instead, we propose a further extension of SCIFF able to deal both
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with dischargement and with reinstatement of expectations; the proposed extension does not limit the
number of dischargements and reinstatements of an expectation, nor poses any limit in the nesting of
nullifications of contracts and their invalidations.

For the proposed extension, we provide syntax, declarative semantics, and operational seman-
tics, together with proof of soundness of the resulting proof-procedure with respect to its declarative
semantics.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first recall the SCIFF language, also men-
tioning its declarative semantics and its underlying proof procedure, and discuss a case study from
Section II of the Japanese Civil Code. Then, in Section 3, we introduce the SCIFFD syntax, with
a novel abducible for discharging expectations (that is how obligations are mapped in SCIFF); we
also discuss the formalization of a further article from the Japanese Civil Code. Section 4 extends
the declarative and operational semantics accordingly, and presents the proof of soundness for the
extended framework. In Section 5 we discuss related work and in Section 6 we conclude the paper.

2. SCIFF Language and Semantics

As a running example, we consider, throughout the paper, article 96 (“Fraud or duress”) of the
Japanese civil code. The Japanese civil code has been the subject of a series of competitions (COLIEE)
and an English translation is available [31].

In order to model and discuss it, we first provide a description of the SCIFF language; for a deeper
discussion, we refer the reader to [15].

2.1. The SCIFF Language

In SCIFF, the agent behaviour is described by means of events (actual behaviour) and expectations
(expected behaviour):

• events are ground atoms of the form H(Content ,Time)

• expectations are abducible literals of the following possible forms:

– E(Content ,Time): positive expectations, with a deontic reading of obligation (it is ex-
pected that Content will happen at time Time);

– EN(Content ,Time): negative expectations, read as prohibition (it is expected that Content
will not happen at time Time);

– ¬E(Content ,Time): negation of positive expectation, or explicit absence of obligation
(it is not expected that Content will happen at time Time);

– ¬EN(Content ,Time): negation of negative expectation, or explicit permission (it is not
expected that Content will not happen at time Time).

As will be clear from the semantics (Section 4), the latter two are used as a form of explicit
negation of the former two.
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Content is a term that describes the event and Time is a variable or a numeric constant represent-
ing the time of the event. In this work, we assume that Content is not a variable (although it can be
a term containing variables). CLP constraints can be imposed over variables; for time variables, they
represent time constraints, such as deadlines. Variables occurring in abduced E literals are always
existentially quantified, while those in EN literals can be universally quantified, if they do not occur
also in other abduced atoms.

A SCIFF program is a pair 〈KB, IC〉. KB is a set of logic programming clauses h← body that
can have literals (atoms and default negated atoms), expectations and other abducibles, but not events,
in their bodies. KB is used to express domain specific knowledge. IC is a set of implications called
Integrity Constraints, which implicitly define the expected behaviour of the interacting parties. Each
Integrity Constraint (IC) in IC has the form Body → Head, where Body is a conjunction of events,
expectations, abducibles and literals defined in KB, while Head is a disjunction of conjunctions of
expectations, abducibles, and CLP constraints.

The quantification rules for IC follow those for expectations: if a variable occurs both in the Body
and in the Head, it is universally quantified with scope the whole IC. Otherwise, if it occurs in the
Head, it is existentially quantified if it occurs in at least an E literal, and is universally quantified if
it occurs only in EN literals. Function symbols and arbitrary nesting of terms are allowed; however
we assume that the symbols E, EN, and H are used, in the user program, only as atom symbols,
and not as term functors. We also assume that default negation is not applied to abducibles, including
expectations.

Thanks to their implication structure and the deontic reading of expectations shown in [15], ICs
can be read as conditional norms [24].

2.2. Case Study

In order to model article 96 (“Fraud or duress” from the Japanese Civil Code), we describe the content
of events and expectations by means of the following terms:

• intention(A,B, I, IdI): person A utters a manifestation of intention to person B, with identi-
fier IdI for action I;

• do(A,B): person A performs act B;

• do(A,B, I): person A performs act B in the context of a contract identified by I;

• induce(A,B): act A induces act B;

• rescind(A,B, I, F, IdI , IdR): person A rescinds, with identifier IdR, his or her intention,
uttered to B and identified by IdI , to perform action I , due to fraud or duress F ;

• know(A,F ): person A becomes aware of fact F ;

• assertAgainst(A,B, IdR): person A asserts the legal act identified by IdR against person B.
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Legally relevant acts (intention, rescind, assertAgainst) have identifiers.
The following integrity constraint states that a manifestation of intention should, in general, be

followed by the performance of the act.

H(intention(A,B, I, IdI), T1)→ E(do(A, I), T2) ∧ T2 > T1 (1)

Each of the following integrity constraints models one of the paragraphs of Article 96. Here, the
predicate fraudOrDuress/1, defined in KB, specifies which actions count as fraud or duress.

1. Manifestation of intention which is induced by any fraud or duress may be rescinded.

H(intention(A,B, I, IdI), T1) ∧H(do(B,F ), T3) ∧H(induce(F, I), T2)

∧ fraudOrDuress(F ) ∧ T3 < T2 ∧ T2 < T1 ∧ T1 < T4

→¬EN(rescind(A,B, I, F, IdI , IdR), T4)

(2)

2. In cases any third party commits any fraud or duress inducing any person to make a manifesta-
tion of intention to the other party, such manifestation of intention may be rescinded only if the
other party knew such fact.

H(intention(A,B, I, IdI), T1) ∧H(do(C,F ), T3) ∧ C 6= B

∧H(know(B,F ), T5) ∧H(induce(F, I), T2)

∧ fraudOrDuress(F ) ∧ T2 < T1 ∧ T3 ≤ T5 ∧ T5 < T1

→¬EN(rescind(A,B, I, F, IdI , IdR), T4) ∧ T4 > T1

(3)

3. The rescission of the manifestation of intention induced by the fraud or duress pursuant to the
provision of the preceding two paragraphs may not be asserted against a third party without
knowledge.

H(rescind(A,B, I, F, IdI , IdR), T1) ∧ not H(know(C,F ), T2)

→EN(assertAgainst(A,C, IdR), T3) ∧ T1 < T3
(4)

2.3. Declarative Semantics

The abductive semantics of the SCIFF language defines, given a set HAP of H atoms called history
and representing the actual behaviour, an abductive answer, i.e., a ground set EXP of expectations
that:

• together with the history and KB, entails IC

KB ∪HAP ∪EXP |= IC (5)

where |= is entailment according to the 3-valued completion semantics [32], i.e., we require that
each IC be true in all three valued model of the completion [33] of KB ∪HAP ∪EXP.
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• is consistent with respect to explicit negation

{E(Content ,Time),¬E(Content ,Time)} * EXP∧
∧{EN(Content ,Time),¬EN(Content ,Time)} * EXP

(6)

• is consistent with respect to the meaning of expectations

{E(Content ,Time),EN(Content ,Time)} * EXP (7)

• is fulfilled by the history, i.e.

if E(Content ,Time) ∈ EXP then H(Content , T ime) ∈ HAP and (8)

if EN(Content ,Time) ∈ EXP then H(Content , T ime) 6∈ HAP (9)

2.4. Operational Semantics

Operationally, the SCIFF abductive proof procedure finds an abductive answer if one exists, or detects
that no one exists (see [14] for soundness and completeness statements), meaning that the history
violates the SCIFF program. We call the two cases success and failure, respectively. The SCIFF
proof-procedure is defined through a set of transitions, each rewriting one node of a proof tree into
one or more nodes.

Each node is a set of formulas, namely the partially solved integrity constraints (in the initial node,
the whole set of integrity constraints), the constraints in the constraint store (initially empty), the set
HAP of happened events (initially empty, it will register new events as they are detected) and the
abducibles (also initially empty).

The basic transitions of SCIFF are inherited from the IFF [21], and they account for the core of
abductive reasoning. Other transitions deal with CLP constraints, and are inherited from the CLP [22]
transitions.

The following is the subset of SCIFF transitions that are relevant for this work, in a proof-theory
style notation. In the following list, a is an abducible atom while p and q represent atoms of either
abducible or defined predicates.

• propagation

a(N) a(N ′), B → H

N = N ′, B → H
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• unfolding

p(N) p(N ′)← B

N = N ′, B

p(N)→ H

p(N ′)← B′

p(N ′′)← B′′

. . .

p(Nk)← Bk

N = N ′, B′ → H

N = N ′′, B′′ → H

. . .

N = Nk, Bk → H

• case analysis
(N = N ′, B)→ H

N = N ′ B → H ∨ N 6= N ′

• equality rewriting

[∃E][∀A]A = E

θ = {A/E}
[∃E][∀A]A 6= E

false

[∃E1][∃E2]E1 = E2

θ = {E1/E2}

X = t t does not contain X
θ = {X/t}

X = t t contains X
false

X 6= t t contains X
true

p(t1, . . . , tn) = p(s1, . . . , sn)

t1 = s1, . . . , tn = sn

p(t1, . . . , tn) 6= p(s1, . . . , sn)

t1 6= s1 ∨ · · · ∨ tn 6= sn

p(t1, . . . , tn) = q(s1, . . . , sm) where p 6= q ∨ n 6= m

false

p(t1, . . . , tn) 6= q(s1, . . . , sm) where p 6= q ∨ n 6= m

true

where the θ substitution is added to the child node. In case two variables with different quanti-
fiers are unified, the new variable is existentially quantified.
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• logical simplifications

true→ A

A

false → A

true

true ∧A
A

false ∧A
false

true ∨A
true

false ∨A
A

In order to deal with the concept of expectation, abduced expectations can become fulfilled; an ex-
pectation E(X,T ) (respectively, EN(X,T )) is declared fulfilled using the notation F(E(X,T )) (re-
spectively F(EN(X,T ))). We call FULF = {E(X,T )|F(E(X,T ))}∪{EN(X,T ) | F(EN(X,T ))}
the set of fulfilled expectations in a node, and PEND = EXP \ FULF the set of expectations that
are not fulfilled.

Transition Fulfillment E deals with the fulfillment of E expectations: if an expectation E(E, TE) ∈
PEND and the event H(H,TH) is in the current history HAP, two nodes are generated: one in
which E = H , TE = TH and E(E, TE) is fulfilled, the other in which E 6= H or TE 6= TH .

E(E, TE),H(H,TH)

(E = H,TE = TH ,F(E(E, TE))) ∨ E 6= H ∨ TE 6= TH

Transition Violation EN deals with the violation of EN expectations: if an expectation EN(E, TE) ∈
PEND and the event H(H,TH) ∈ HAP, one node is generated where the constraintE 6= H∨TE 6=
TH is imposed, possibly leading to failure.

EN(E, TE),H(H,TH)

E 6= H ∨ TE 6= TH
.

When there are no more relevant events, history closure is applied, and the history is declared
closed. In this case, transition Violation E becomes applicable: all E expectations in PEND are
considered as violated and failure occurs.

history closed,E(E, TE), @F(E(E, TE))

false

As regards complexity, the SCIFF language is an extension of Prolog, and, as such, it is Turing-
complete; so a SCIFF evaluation, in general, may not terminate. Even in the propositional case,
Gottlob and Eiter [34] proved that the complexity of abduction is ΣP

2 -complete.

Example 2.1. We now show a simple example of a one-branch SCIFF derivation.
Let a KB be composed of the clause

p(a, 10)

and the integrity constraint

H(a, T1) ∧ p(a, T )→ E(b, T2) ∧ T2 < T1 + T
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The initial node has the IC as the only partially solved integrity constraint. Let the event H(a, 5) be
detected. By propagation, a child node with the partially solved IC p(a, T )→ E(b, T2)∧T2 < 5 +T
is created, and subsequently (by unfolding and case analysis) a node containing expectation E(b, T2)
and a constraint T2 < 15. Then, let the event source terminate, so history closed is applied.

Since expectation E(b, T2) is not fulfilled and the history is closed, violation is applied to E(b, T2).

3. SCIFFD Language

In legal reasoning, expectations can be discharged not only because they become fulfilled by matching
the actual behaviour of the agent, but also for other reasons. For example, in case a contract is declared
null, the agents are no longer expected to perform the actions required in the contract.

We introduce an extension of the SCIFF language to deal with expectations that do not hold any
longer. We introduce a new abducible atom, D(E), that means that an expectation is discharged; the
atom

D(E(X,T ))

means that the expectation E(X,T ) is not required to be fulfilled by an event, as it has been discharged.

The integrity constraints can have D atoms, that can be abduced; in SCIFFD, we let the symbol
E occur in a term only within a D(E(X,T )) atom. More precisely, if t(E(X,T )) is an atom or term
containing an expectation, then the functor symbol t must be D.

Note that D atoms have only the discharged expectation as argument, i.e., expectation discharge-
ment does not have a time associated to it. This choice allows us to ensure the formal properties of the
SCIFFD proof procedure (see Section 4.3).

Example 3.1. The user might write an IC saying that, if a contract with identifier IdC is null, all
expectations requiring an action in the context of that contract are discharged. To express that a
contract is null, we introduce a binary abducible NULL, carrying the identifier of the contract and
that of the reason for nullification as arguments.

NULL(IdC , Idnull)∧E(do(Agent,Action, IdC), Tdo)

→ D(E(do(Agent,Action, IdC), Tdo)).
(10)

We can express that a contract that is explicitly permitted to be rescinded can be nullified as

¬EN(rescind(A, I, F, IdI , IdR), Tr) ∧H(rescind(A, I, F, IdI , IdR), Tr)

→NULL(IdI , IdR)
(11)

The combined effect of ICs (10) and (11) is that rescission is only effective when the circumstances
grant an explicit permission.

Example 3.2. As a second case study from the Japanese Civil Code, we consider Article 130, which
states: “In cases any party who will suffer any detriment as a result of the fulfillment of a condition
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intentionally prevents the fulfillment of such condition, the counterparty may deem that such condition
has been fulfilled”. Article 130 can be modeled as follows:

H(do(Agent1, Action1), T1) ∧E(do(Agent2, Action2), T2)

∧ detrimental(Action2, Agent1) ∧ prevent(Action1, Action2)
→ D(E(do(Agent2, Action2), T2))

(12)

where detrimental/2 and prevent/2 are predicates defined in the KB to specify when, respectively, an
action is detrimental to an agent and when an action prevents another.

In legal reasoning it is also necessary to provide means to nullify the nullification of a contract;
in our running example even the rescission of a contract could be due to some illegal action, such
as duress. In order to re-state expectations for contracts that were wrongly nullified, we provide the
following definition.

Definition 3.3. (Reinstatement)
A discharged expectation D(E(X,T )) can be reinstated, with the syntax

E(D(E(X,T ))).

Note that, to reinstate a discharged expectation E(X,T ), it would not be sufficient to simply state it
again. The set of expectations is monotonic, so E(X,T ) is still in the set of expectations when it is
discharged by adding D(E(X,T )). By only adding E(X,T ) again, the set containing E(X,T ) and
D(E(X,T )) would be unchanged, and E(X,T ) would still be discharged. E(D(E(X,T ))) in the
set of expectations shows that the discharged expectation E(X,T ) is reinstated.

Example 3.4. The following integrity constraint models the fact that an expectation that was dis-
charged because of the nullified nullification of a contract is reinstated.

NULL(NULL(IdContract, IdRescission), Tr)

∧D(E(do(A,Action, IdContract), Texp))

→E(D(E(do(A,Action, IdContract), Texp))).

(13)

The unary abducible NULL, when applied to a NULL term, means that the nullification is itself
nullified.

Syntactic restrictions The following syntactic restriction is used in the proof of soundness.

Definition 3.5. (Weak D-allowedness)
An IC containing a D atom is weakly D-allowed if there is only one D atom, it occurs in the head,
and the head contains only that atom. A KB is weakly D-allowed if none of its clauses contains D
atoms. A SCIFFD program 〈KB, IC〉 is weakly D-allowed if KB is weakly D-allowed and all the
ICs in IC are weakly D-allowed.
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The following restriction is not necessary for the soundness results proved in Sect. 4.3, but it allows a
more efficient treatment of the D atoms. Note that all the examples presented in this paper satisfy the
restriction.

Definition 3.6. (Strong D-allowedness)
An IC containing a D atom is strongly D-allowed if it is weakly D-allowed and the (only) expectation
in the D atom occurs identically in the body of the IC.

Intuitively, the given notion of strong D-allowedness lets one define ICs that select one expectation
and make it discharged, possibly subject to further conditions occurring in the body. This syntactic
restriction is aimed at capturing the most common scenarios while trying to maintain an efficient
execution.

In fact, if the strong allowedness condition is lifted, it is not required for an atom E(X,T ) to have
been abduced before declaring it discharged. If two atoms E(X,T ) and D(E(Y, U)) are abduced,
two options have to be explored, as alternatives: either (X,T ) unifies with (Y, U), and the expectation
E(X,T ) becomes discharged, or (X,T ) and (Y,U) do not unify (e.g., by imposing a dis-unification
constraint (X,T ) 6= (Y,U)). In these cases, the SCIFF proof-procedure opens a choice point; this
means that, in case |E| expectations E are abduced and |D| D atoms are abduced, |E||D| choice
points will be created, each opening 2 alternative branches, which would generate 2|E||D| branches.

We performed an experiment to verify this worst-case analysis. We generated a number of E(X,T )
and D(E(Y, U)) atoms, and measured the time SCIFFD took to find the first solution and all solutions
(all experiments were run on a Intel Core i7-3720QM CPU @ 2.60GHz running SWI-Prolog version
7.4.0-rc1 on Linux Mint 18.1 Serena 64 bits). For all solutions (Figure 1 right), the running time
follows closely the foreseen 2|E||D|, while for one solution (Figure 1 left), the running time seems
dependent mainly on the number of raised expectations and almost independent from the number of
D atoms. Note also the different scales: finding one solution takes at most 3 seconds with 100 ex-
pectations and discharge atoms, while finding all solutions takes almost 3 hours with |E| = |D| = 8.

From a language viewpoint, the strong allowedness condition restricts the set of expectations that
can be discharged to those that have been raised. Without such restriction, one could abduce a generic
atom D(E(X,T )) saying that one expectation is discharged. Semantically, this would mean that one
of the expectations might be discharged, although it is not said which one.

Dischargement scenarios The remainder of this section is devoted to the discussion of an example
concerning manifestation of intention (Section II of the Japanese Civil Code), modeled in SCIFFD,
and one concerning prevention of fulfillment of conditions. Sections presenting the declarative and
operational semantics of the extended framework and proof of soundness then follow.

Example 3.7. (Example 3.1 continued).
Let us consider the case study of section 2.2 again, and assume that work on an acquired good G

is to be paid by the good’s owner O, unless O rescinds the good’s purchase and asserts the rescission
against the performer of the work M (which, due to integrity constraint (4), is only allowed if the
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Figure 1. Experiments with different numbers |D| of D atoms and |E| of E atoms; time in seconds for finding
one solution (left) or all solutions (right).

performer was aware of the rescission’s cause, such as a fraud). We can express this norm by means
of the following integrity constraint:

H(work(M,G,O,W ), T1)

→E(pay(O,M,W ), T2) ∧ T1 < T2

∨(E(rescind(O,B, buy(G), F, IdI , IdR), T3)

∧E(assertAgainst(O,M, IdR), T4)

∧ T1 < T3 ∧ T3 < T4)

(14)

where the term work(M,G,O,W ) represents mechanic M doing work W on the good G owned by
O, and the term pay(O,M,W ) represents owner O paying mechanic M for work W .

The KB states that fixing a car’s mileage constitutes fraud or duress.

fraudOrDuress(fixMileage(C)) (15)

In the scenario defined by the following history

H(do(bob, fixMileage(car)), 1)

H(induce(fixMileage(car), buy(car)), 2)

H(intention(alice, bob, buy(car), i1), 3)

H(work(mechanic, car, alice, lpgSystem), 4)

H(rescind(alice, bob, buy(car), fixMileage(car), i1, i2), 5)

(16)
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Alice’s rescission is explicitly permitted by IC (2), because her manifestation of intention was induced
by Bob’s fraudulent act of fixing the car’s mileage; the expectation E(do(alice, buy(car)), T ), raised
because of IC (1), is discharged because of ICs (10) and (11).

However, since the mechanic was not aware of Bob’s fraud, IC (4) prevents Alice from asserting the
rescission against him, so the second disjunct in IC (14) cannot hold, and Alice still has to pay him for
installing the LPG system (E(pay(alice,mechanic, lpgSystem, T2))). For the history that contains
all the events in formula (16), plus H(know(mechanic, fixMileage(car)), 1) (i.e., the mechanic
is now aware of the car’s mileage being fixed), alice is not prohibited from asserting the rescission
against the mechanic by integrity constraint (4). With the event H(assertAgainst(alice,mechanic, i2), 6),
the second disjunct in the head of integrity constraint (14) is satisfied and alice is not obliged to pay
the mechanic for his work.

Example 3.8. Consider the following scenario, where an order by a customer should be followed by
a delivery by the seller:

H(order(Customer, Seller,Good), Torder)

→ E(do(Seller, deliver(Good)), Tdelivery) ∧ Tdelivery > Torder.
(17)

Suppose that Alice placed an order, but in the meanwhile she was diagnosed a rare immunodeficiency,
and she cannot meet people, except her family members. Her mother usually lives with her, but today
she went out, so Alice locked the door, as it would be detrimental for her if any person got in the
house. This prevents any delivery, but it is a minor issue for her compared to the consequences that
Alice should face in case she met a stranger.

detrimental(deliver(Good), alice).

prevent(lockDoor, deliver(Good)).
(18)

Given the following history

H(order(alice, bob, computer), 1)

H(do(alice, lockDoor), 2)
(19)

the expectation for Bob to deliver the good, raised by IC (17), is discharged by IC (12), because Alice
performed an action that prevents the fulfillment.

Example 3.9. The following IC states that if an agent A expresses an intention to buy an item for sale
from agent B, then A should pay B for the item, and B should sell it.

H(intention(A,B, buy(Item), IdI), Ti) ∧ forSale(Item)

→ E(do(A, pay(B, Item), IdI), Tp)

∧E(do(B, sell(A, Item), IdI), Ts)

(20)

Consider IC (20) together with ICs (2), (10) and (11), and the following KB that states that a
threat is a kind of fraud or duress and that a piece of land is for sale:
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fraudOrDuress(threat)

forSale(land)
(21)

Now, alice bought a piece of land for sale from bob, but later rescinded the purchase stating that
she had committed to it due to clyde’s duress, as described by the following history:

H(do(clyde, threat), 1)

H(induce(threat, buy(land)), 2)

H(intention(alice, bob, buy(land), idb), 3)

H(rescind(alice, bob, buy(land), threat, idb, idr), 5)

(22)

The expectations for alice to pay bob and for bob to sell to alice are therefore discharged.
Now consider a plot twist in this story: it was later found out that alice decided to rescind the

contract due to bob’s duress: after the signature of the contract, dale proposed a higher price to bob,
who was now bound to sell to alice. So, bob decided to threaten alice who, in fear of bob’s unlawful
behavior, found an excuse to rescind the contract, although the rescission was not in her economic
interest.

H(do(bob, threat), 3)

H(induce(threat, rescind(alice, bob, buy(land), threat, idb, idr)), 4)
(23)

It is reasonable to expect alice’s rescission to be ineffective, since it was induced by duress. This
can be achieved by imposing the following IC together with IC (13):

H(rescind(A,B, I, F, IdC, IdR), Tr)

∧H(do(B,F ), Tf )

∧H(induce(F, rescind(A,B, I, F, IdC, IdR)), Ti)

fraudOrDuress(F ) ∧ Tf < Ti < Tr

∧NULL(IdC, IdR)

→NULL(NULL(IdC, IdR))

(24)

Now, thanks to the reinstatement, when bob’s duress is found, all the expectations related to the
purchase contract (e.g., that alice has to pay the sum that was agreed upon, and that bob has to sell
the estate to alice) are reinstated.

4. SCIFFD Declarative and Operational Semantics

4.1. Declarative Semantics

We now show how to deal with the discharge of expectations in the context of ALP. We first give an
intuitive definition, then show its pitfalls and finally provide a correct definition.
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In order to accept histories in which expectations may not have matching events, we need to extend
the definition of fulfillment of expectations given in equation (8); intuitively, a positive expectation is
fulfilled if either there is a matching event or if the expectation has been discharged:

if E(Content ,Time) ∈ EXP

then H(Content , T ime) ∈ HAP ∨D(E(Content ,Time)) ∈ EXP
(25)

We redefine the concept of fulfillment, considering that expectations could be reinstated, with any
nesting level.

Definition 4.1. (Fulfilment in case of reinstatement)
An expectation E(CE , T ) ∈ EXP is fulfilled if

(H(CH , T ) ∈ HAP ∧match(CH , CE , T ))

∨D(E(CE , T )),
(26)

where match is recursively defined as

match(CH , CE , T ) =


True if CH = CE

∨ CE = D(E(C ′E , T )) ∧match(CH , C
′
E , T )

False otherwise.

(27)

match allows to match events with reinstated expectations. It is defined recursively: the content CH

of an event matches the contentCE of an expectation at time T if they are equal, orCE is reinstatement
of an expectation of content C ′E that matches CH at time T .
The introduction of the disjunction in equation (25) (and, respectively, eq. (26) for the case of rein-
statement) opens alternative ways of fulfilling expectations. However, in this way there could exist
abductive answers with D literals even if there is no explicit rule introducing them. For example,
in the history of formula (16) an abductive answer would be1 (where each underscore represents an
unnamed variable, as in Prolog)

¬EN(rescind(alice, bob, buy(car), fixMileage(car), i1, ), T2),

D(E(do(alice, buy(car), i1), ))

D(E(pay(alice,mechanic, lpgsystem), ))

NULL(i1, i2)

since it satisfies equations (5) (which takes into account knowledge base and integrity constraints),
(6), (7), (9) and (25). Note that Alice is no longer required to pay the mechanic, because although
no IC introduces explicitly the dischargement of the expectation that she should pay, the abductive
semantics accepts the introduction of the literal D(E(pay(alice,mechanic, lpgsystem), )).

In order to avoid the abduction of D atoms that were not explicitly introduced by a rule, we use
subset minimality of the set of D atoms.
1For brevity, we omit an expectation E(x) if we have already its discharged version D(E(x)).
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Definition 4.2. (Abductive answer)
If there is a set EXP that

1. satisfies equations (5), (6), and (7)

2. is minimal with respect to set inclusion within the sets satisfying point 1, considering only D
atoms; more precisely: there is no set EXP′ satisfying point 1 and such that EXP′ ⊂ EXP
and EXP = EXP′ ∪ F , where F contains only D atoms

3. satisfies equations (9) and (26)

then the set EXP is an abductive answer, and we write 〈KB, IC〉 |=EXP true.

4.2. Operational Semantics

Operationally, transition Violation E is updated as follows:

history closed,E(E, TE), @F(E(E, TE)),@D(E(E, TE))

false
(28)

i.e., a positive expectation is violated if it is neither fulfilled nor discharged.
In order to deal with the reinstatement of expectations, we also extend transition Fulfillment E.

We distinguish two cases: one in which the expectation is not a reinstatement:

E(E, TE),H(H,TH), E 6= D(E( , ))

(E = H,TE = TH ,F(E(E, TE))) ∨ E 6= H ∨ TE 6= TH

(where each underscore represents an unnamed variable, as in Prolog) and one that deals with rein-
statement:

E(D(E(CE , TE)), TE),H(H,TH), E = inner(CE)

(E = H,TE = TH ,F(E(D(E(CE , TE), TE)))) ∨ E 6= H ∨ TE 6= TH
(29)

where inner is recursively defined as

inner(C) =

{
inner(X) if C = D(E(X,TX))

C otherwise.
(30)

Note that, since the content C of an expectation E(C, T ) cannot be a variable (Section 2.1), it is
possible, at evaluation time, to distinguish which of the two alternatives is to be taken. For this
reason, the otherwise branch in Equation (30) does not require imposing a dis-equality constraint
C 6= D(E(X,TX)).

If a computation terminates with success, we write 〈KB, IC〉 `EXP true.
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4.3. Soundness

We are now ready to give the soundness statements; these statements rely on the soundness and com-
pleteness theorems of the SCIFF proof-procedure, so they hold in the same cases; for the SCIFF
allowedness conditions over knowledge base and integrity constraints, we refer the reader to [14].

Theorem 4.3. (Soundness of success) If a SCIFFD program 〈KB, IC〉 is weakly D-allowed and
〈KB, IC〉 `EXP true then 〈KB, IC〉 |=EXP true.

Proof:
If no D atoms occur in IC, the procedure coincides with SCIFF, which is sound [14]. In the case
with D atoms in IC, the SCIFFD procedure might report success in cases in which SCIFF reports
failure due to the extended notion of fulfillment (eq. (26)), mapped in the updated transitions reported
in Section 4.2. An expectation E(CE , T ) could cause failure in SCIFF and not in SCIFFD because

1. the expectation was discharged: D(E(CE , T )), and the new version of transition violation E
(Eq. (28)) is no longer applicable

2. there exists an event H(CH , T ), where CH 6= CE but inner(CE) = CH and the new version
of transition Fulfillment E (Eq. (29)) is now applicable.

In the first case, the D atom must have been generated, and the only way to generate it is through
an IC having such atom in the head (see Definition 3.5).

The procedure generates the atom only if the body of the IC is true. If the body is true, it means
(from the soundness of SCIFF) that it is true also in the declarative semantics, so the D atom must be
true also declaratively. In such a case, eq. (26) is satisfied, meaning that the success was sound.

In the second case, clearly match(CH , CE , T ) is true, so equation (26) is satisfied. ut

Theorem 4.4. (Soundness of failure) If a SCIFFD program 〈KB, IC〉 is weakly D-allowed and
〈KB, IC〉 |=EXP true, then ∃EXP′ ⊆ EXP such that 〈KB, IC〉 `EXP′ true

Proof:
If there are no D atoms in IC, the procedure coincides with SCIFF, so the completeness theorem
of SCIFF holds [14]. In the case with D atoms in IC, the declarative semantics (Eq. (26)) allows
as abductive answers some sets that would not have been returned by SCIFF, and in which some
expectation E(CE , T )

1. either is not fulfilled by an actual event, but discharged through an abduced D atom

2. or it is fulfilled by an event H(CH , T ) such that CE 6= CH , but match(CH , CE , T ).

In the first case, consider an abductive answer EXP containing at least an expectation matching a D
atom. We prove by contradiction that each D atom in EXP occurs in the head of an IC whose body
is true. In fact, if a D atom in EXP was not in the head of an IC whose body is true, then the set
EXP′′ obtained by removing the D atom from EXP would satisfy equation (5). On the other hand,
since EXP satisfies equations (6) and (7) and those equations do not involve D atoms, also EXP′′
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satisfies those equations. This means that EXP does not satisfy condition 2 of Definition 4.2, which
means that EXP was not an abductive answer and we get a contradiction.

Since each D atom occurs in the head of an IC whose body is true, the procedure applies such
IC and abduces that atom. This means that the corresponding expectation becomes discharged, and
hence it does not cause failure.

In the second case, clearly inner(CE) = CH , meaning that transition Fulfillment E (Eq (29))
is applicable, and the expectation E(CE , T ) becomes fulfilled, so it will not cause failure when the
history becomes closed (Eq. (28)). ut

5. Related Work

Many authors have applied computational logic techniques (logic programming and extensions, an-
swer set programming) to normative reasoning. In the following, we review some of those approaches
that support some kind of defeasible obligation, related to our notion of dischargeable expectation.

Ryu and Lee [35] provide a first-order framework of deontic reasoning that can model and compute
social regulations and norms. They employ defeasible reasoning in order to represent and manage
counterfactual implications. In their framework, deontic operators are represented as first order terms;
a specification is given as a set of strict and defeasible clauses. The operational semantics of their
language consists of a SLD resolution-based computation process. The main purpose of our work is
similar to that of Ryu and Lee’s work: to give a computational method for systems specified by means
of deontic operators. The works are also similar in the representation of deontic operators (as first
order terms). However, our work is based on abduction, rather than on defeasible logic.

Satoh et al.’s PROLEG is a Prolog implementation of the Presupposed Ultimate Fact Theory of
the Japanese Civil Code [6].

Contract cancellation under the Japanese law was also formalized in computational logics in the
work by De Vos et al. [7], which models legal status of contracts in terms of institutions. They use a
representation of legal status à la event calculus [36] to represent initiation and termination of validity
of contracts; then the status is translated into answer set programming [37] to compute the current
legal status. However, it inherits a drawback of answer set programming, that is, they must ground
each variable into constant symbols and it results in the fact that all the status must be grounded with
every time stamp, which is computationally expensive. On the other hand, our work is based on
an extension of abductive logic programming so that we can use variables and unifications to avoid
unnecessary grounding.

A notable application of Abductive Logic Programming to normative reasoning is Kowalski and
Satoh’s Normative ALP Frameworks [38]. Normative ALP Frameworks are abductive logic programs
with a preference relation defined as a partial order over models; a formula is obligatory in a Normative
ALP if it is true in all its optimal (i.e., such that no other model is preferred) models. The authors show
that Normative ALP frameworks provide elegant solutions to several normative system paradoxes.
While being based on abductive logic programming like the present work, their approach to normative
system specification differs from ours in two significant ways: first, it requires a partial order to be
defined over the set of models; second, obligation is not expressed in a specification by the normative
system designer, rather it is an implied property of the set of models.
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We now review approaches to defeasibility from outside the field of logic programming. While
they provide elegant and expressive models, integrating them into a framework like SCIFF while
keeping its correctness and computational properties presents significant challenges.

Input/Output logic [39] is a framework for reasoning about conditional norms. A conditional norm
is an implication written as (a, x) [40] and stating that if a is the case, then x is obligatory. Typically,
both a and x are taken to be formulae from propositional logic [41]. Input/Output logic is based on
the idea of detachment, that itself is based on modus ponens. The difference with modus ponens is
that when the antecedent a is true, then the head x is detached, and the set of detached consequences
is reasoned upon by subsequent steps in the semantics. Given a conditional rule, there are various
ways in which the conclusion about what is obligatory can be detached, providing different logical
systems, that can handle various issues in Deontic Logic, such as reasoning about norm violations or
constitutive norms. In the SCIFF framework, reasoning on norm violations is currently not possible;
on the other hand SCIFF can reason upon non-propositional terms.

Boella and Van der Torre [42] present an approach based on input/output logics [39] for formaliz-
ing conditional norms, obligations and permissions in a scenario where many hierarchically organized
authorities are present. In such a scenario, there can be norms that are more important than others
and therefore the authors consider a hierarchy of norms, defined by “meta-norms”, and different types
of permissions with different strengths. However, the focus of [42] is on helping the legislator to
understand how the modification of a norm or the definition of a new one may change the whole nor-
mative system. In fact, following the input/output logic’s semantics, [42] is not concerned about the
truth value of formulae representing (part of) norms but defines a cause-effect link between inputs and
obligatory outputs in an abductive-like way.

Governatori et al. [43] propose to model a rich set of fundamental concepts, such as right, noright,
duty, and privilege, in a multi-modal computational framework. They exploit computational features
of deontic logic and set specific rules for introducing modal operators, where rules are primarily meant
to introduce modalities in terms of provability of literals. A literal will be modalised with, say,X if it is
deduced via rules specifically devised to express concept X . They exploit normative conditionals, and
dedicated rules for inferring, e.g., persistent obligations (in our terminology obligations that cannot
be discharged) or co-occurrent obligations. These last rules allow for the inference of obligations
which hold on the condition and only while the antecedents of these rules hold (aka of automatic
dischargement).

The temporal evolution of a normative systems has been studied in several deontic logics, such as
the following.

Governatori et al. [44] discuss the impact new contracts, which introduce new constraints, may
have on already existing business processes. The authors present a logic called FCL (Formal Contract
Language), based on RuleML, for representing contracts in a formal way. The language allows au-
tomatic checking and debugging, analysis and reasoning [45]. In [44] a normal form of FCL, called
NFCL, is presented with the aim of having a clean, complete and non-redundant representation of a
contract. This normal form is obtained by merging the new constraints with the existing ones and
cleaning up the redundancies by using the notion of subsumption. The result points out possible con-
flicts among contracts and how each contract is intertwined with the whole business process. Similar
results can be accomplished with SCIFFD, which allows checking the consistency of the SCIFFD
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program representing the constraints of the business process.
The AD system [46] is a deontic logic that supports defeasibile obligations by means of a revision

operator (called f ), which represents the assumptions that normally come with an explicitly stated
condition. Intuitively, fA ⇒ O(B) means that A implies that B is obligatory, as long as the usual
assumptions about A are true. The SCIFFD semantics implements an implicit assumption that an
expectation is not discharged (and is therefore required to be fulfilled), which can be defeated by an
explicit dischargement atom (which allows for the expectation not to be fulfilled).

Brown [47] proposes diachronic deontic logic as a language to model an agent’s obligations, which
have a time associated to them and can evolve over time depending also on the agent’s actions. Agency
is accommodated by a forward branching time model. Note that, in Brown’s work, an obligation is
discharged when it ceases to be true in a history, which can be caused, for example, by an action that
fulfills the obligation, or by one that makes it irrelevant. In other words, our notions of fulfillment and
dischargement would coincide. Diachronic deontic logic is very expressive in a single-agent scenario,
but it does not support multiple agents; also, to the best of our knowledge a complete axiomatization
for it has not been provided (and in the article, the author expresses his doubts about the feasibility of
an axiomatization for the complete system.).

A different approach is the combination of temporal logics with deontic logics. As an example,
Ågotnes et al. [48] define Normative Temporal Logic (NTL), which replaces the standard operators
of the well-known CTL [49] with deontic operators. The use of time, which forces the sequentiality
of the constraints, avoids many paradoxes typical of standard deontic logic, such as those involving
contrary-of-duty. Moreover, the authors present the Simple Reactive Modules Language (SRML)
which follows NTL and allows the execution of model checking in four different scenarios depend-
ing on the presence or absence of an interpretation of the normative system and on the definition of
the model under examination. Similarly, SCIFFD can manage time although it does not follow the
temporal logic semantics. A similar approach is proposed by the same authors in [50] where they
present the Norm Compliance CTL (NCCTL). This logic extends CTL by adding a new deontic-like
operator P modeling coalitions between norms which cooperate in the normative system. NCCTL is
equipped with a model checker, called NORMC [51]. Since SCIFF performs on-the-fly checking of
compliance, the two systems cannot be directly compared.

Although our work does not deal with conflicting expectations and their resolution, nor with
contrary-to-duty obligations, in the following we review some important contributions, which con-
tain ideas that may inspire extensions of our framework in future work.

Many proposals consider the fact that there may be conflicting rules given a certain knowledge,
bringing knowledge after their application into an inconsistent state. A possible way to solve this
problem is to establish a priority order on the rules and take advantage of this order to decide which
rules should be applied or not to reach a consistent state. In [52] the author considers the logic of
imperatives and establishes a strict partial order on the imperatives. The idea is to build a state by
verifying that the number of rules violated (conflicting rules that have not been applied) is as low
as possible and that these rules are (possibly) all of lower priority than those applied. The paper
presents several ways to build such states. The main objective followed during the discussion is to
avoid conflicts when not necessary. Following this aim, a new operator is defined such that for each
imperative, the operator adds in the set the imperative itself and all the imperatives with a higher
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priority that are not violated by the current state.
A similar approach is given by [53]. The first difference is that while in [52] the state is built only

by adding new facts, in [53] it is possible to remove already asserted facts if, given the current state,
we find a set of rules S already applied to the state that can be replaced by a set of other rules D not
yet applied which (1) all have higher priority than those in S and (2) their application to the current
state (i.e., without removing consequents of the rules in S) leads to a conflict. The set S is defined as
the minimal set of rules that must be withdrawn from the current state in order to safely apply rules
in D.

In [54], the author extends [53] by considering the premises ”it ought to be something” as having
the same results in the reasoning of the premises ”there are good reasons to do something” and demon-
strates that the use of this extension allows the correct handling of classical reasoning problems for
deontic logics such as disjunctive syllogism and disjunction introduction. While the author considers
only the work of [53] in the article, his extension can also be applied directly to [52].

This paper shows that representing and reasoning with norms facilitate for the adoption of such ap-
proaches in many scenarios. Checking whether certain facts are compliant with the normative system
in use is in fact often needed. Abductive frameworks such as SCIFFD can also be used, for example,
in forensics for analysing and arguing on evidence of a crime or for explaining causal stories, sequence
of states and events forming (part of) a case. Such stories must be coherent and there must be a pro-
cess, usually abductive, able to prove their truthfulness. These necessities are pointed out for example
by Bex et al. [55, 56], who present a hybrid framework that combines the two most used approaches
in reasoning about criminal evidences: argumentative and story-based analysis. Both of them could
benefit from the use of normative systems.

The rules in the SCIFF language typically relate happened events with expectations. In the liter-
ature, rules linking directly happened events (intended as brute facts) with obligations / prohibitions
are named regulative norms. Beside those there exist also constitutive norms, in which brute facts can
produce institutional changes (such as making of contracts, or decreeing of marriages / divorces) from
which in turn obligations or prohibitions can be introduced. As explained by Grossi and Jones [41],
terms such as claim, right, duty, ownership [...] allow us to connect a set of concrete circumstances
to a set of legal or, more generally, normative consequences. Avoiding such terms is possible, but the
price to be paid is that many more rules could be necessary. For example (taken from [41]) one could
have that n different brute facts could have the same institutional effect, and that introduces a set of m
normative consequences. Linking directly brute facts with deontic behavior would need n ·m regula-
tive norms. Instead, one could introduce one of the previous terms and link n rules to the institutional
fact (e.g., creation of a contract), that itself implies the normative (deontic) consequences, with only
n+m rules. After Searle [57], constitutive norms have often been presented as count-as conditionals,
in which action X counts as Y in a context C. The SCIFF proof-procedure, beside linking directly
happened events and expected behavior, can also produce other generic abducibles, that might be used
as constitutive norms.

It can be the case that two or more obligations cannot be mutually realized, giving rise to a deontic
conflict. In the face of such conflicts, Standard Deontic Logic (henceforth SDL) leads to triviality in
view of the rule (D): fromOA , infer ¬O¬A. Giving up (D) is necessary but not sufficient to allow for
deontic conflicts: whenever the premises feature a deontic conflict, the other rules of SDL still cause
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deontic explosion, i.e. the conclusion that everything is obligatory.
As discussed in [58], to solve this problem, various conflict-tolerant deontic logics have been de-

veloped, usually in a monotonic setting. But there is also a variety of non- monotonic formalizations
that are conflict-tolerant and give rise to stronger consequence relations (e.g. Input/Output logics with
constraints among them). However, these approaches typically lack a proof theory that explicates
the (dynamics of) reasoning on the basis of deontic conflicts. In [58], the authors presents a logic
(named MP@) that explicates non-monotonic reasoning for handling prioritized obligations. Starting
from premise sets consisting of possibly conflicting prima facie obligations that have a modular or-
der, MP@ allows to derive the actual, all-things-considered obligations from such premise sets. The
language of MP@ contains an infinite number of conflict-tolerant ought-operators: O1, O2, O3, . . ..
The formula OiA is a prima facie obligation of priority level i that tells us to do or bring about A.
The priority of the normative standard gets higher as the priority index gets lower. A model theoretic
semantics and a proof systems based on Modus Ponens are defined for MP@, with sound and com-
pleteness results. The authors also state other (meta) properties and show that MP@ can be also used
as basis of an adaptive logic for (prioritized) belief base revision. In our work, inconsistency among
raised expectations can occur, and this leads – from an operational point of view – to failure. There
is no notion of priority among expectations. Nonetheless, the withdrawing of expectations – due to
some rule or possibly norm - introduces a non-monotonic flavor in our normative reasoning system,
but then the underlying proof procedure – suitably extended – treats the abduced literals (i.e. expec-
tations, their withdrawing, and their intertwining) in a monotonic manner, by always adding them to
the (monotonic) set of abduced literals.

Orderings among (propositional) formulae were introduced in order to cope with a logic of pref-
erences in deontic logic. Statements of dyadic obligation like “it ought to be the case that φ under
condition ψ” were interpreted in terms of a binary relation � between states according to a certain
maximality-based semantics (see [59] for a summary). Depending on the properties of the relation �
different logics can be obtained. In [59], the authors extend maximality-based ordering models and
their applications to deontic logic by recovering this semantics in the area of preference logic. They
represent norms in presence of different (ordered) states by priority sequences, like the following one:

(¬t ∨m ∨ ¬m) ≺ (¬t ∨m) ≺ ¬t

representing the often cited quote from St Paul’s First Letter to the Corinthians: “It is good for a man
not to touch a woman. But if they cannot contain, let them marry: for it is better to marry than to
burn.” (cf. [60], p. 6). Priority sentences therefore give an order to sentences, and syntactically repre-
sent (semantical) preferences among states and models. In [59] the authors not only expand semantic
models, enriched with syntactic priority structure, but also equip agents with reasoning capabilities
about their obligations. To this purpose, they present a simple logic capturing reasoning with bet-
terness orderings induced by priority sentences (and their underlying data structures named priority
graphs).

In our work, we mainly deal with discharging expectations and their possible reinstatement. In
principle, in SCIFF one could deal with recovery from failure by disabling the SCIFF transitions
dealing with violations; then the recovery from failure due to the violation of some expectation can
be achieved by applying alternative constraints, fired in the new scenario, provided that inconsistent
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expectations are discharged. For instance, with reference to the example above, we could write:
true→ EN(t)

H(t)→ D(EN(t)),E(m)

H(t),¬(H(m))→ D(E(m)),E(b)

where t, m and b stand for touch, marry and burn. Therefore, we can represent the three alternatives
of the original sentence, while preserving the ordering among them.

6. Conclusions

In this article we continue our line of research that applies abductive logic programming to the for-
malization of normative systems.

We introduced the SCIFFD language, extending the SCIFF abductive framework with the notion
of dischargeable obligation. Dischargeable obligations can occur in the head of forward rules (named
ICs), fired under specific conditions mentioned in the body of the rules.

Moreover, we address the intriguing case in which discharged obligations are revived, a situation
that can happen in real life, e.g. when a nullified contract is later found out to be valid. In the
new semantics, an expectation can be discharged and re-stated an unbound number of times, all in a
declarative way.

The SCIFFD declarative semantics and its operational counterpart for verification accordingly ex-
tend SCIFF’s, and soundness is proved under syntactic conditions over these (discharging) constraints.

To experiment with the framework, we considered case studies requiring the notion of discharging
of an obligation. In particular, we considered the articles in the Japanese Civil Code that deal with the
rescission of manifestation of intentions and prevention of fulfillment of conditions. We also show -
informally - the result of running the operational support upon this example in some simple scenarios.
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